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I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the acronym computer-aided design
(CAD) refers to a graphical CAD systems. The
graphics systems were automated first. There is a
trend of expansion of the meaning of the term CAD.
Now this is a set of different software tools, where
graphics systems are applied on an equal basis with
others. Therefore, the work introduces the term
“environment of computer-aided design”, that
indicates a set of software tools that interact in the
process of computer-aided designing [1].
The design process is always the specific actions
add-in on pre-defined parameters with given
boundary conditions. And this statement is true, both
in the initial and the final design stage. Any design
process begins with the processing of the project
task on the parameters of which is based the initial
stage of creation of the object which satisfies the
boundary conditions inherited in the job.
Let’s consider the process of creating an abstract
project. The design assignment is represented as the
following components [4]:
– in the form of a table project data, which are
the initial parameters, and the boundary conditions
data, is specified;
– by drawings and diagrams a graphical
description of the location of the application or use
of the project are specified;
– by text descriptions subjective and logical
characteristics of the project are specified.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
At the initial stage the project task design process
is performed. The designer selects the priority
method for describing the project (graphic, text,
table or analytical calculations). Usually the
graphical way of describing the project is preferred.
This means that in the process of designing the first
steps at each stage of the design will be performed
on the graphics data of the project. Then depending
on the given task the operations on the data of other
aspects of the performance are made.
The next stage of design is a direct modification
of the design data. Then the change of the project

graphic image is held [2]. For example a single
object is added. Now you need to specify the correct
installation of the new object. For example, if this
object is the default, you must specify its dimensions
in the reference table and make the appropriate
changes on the drawing. Next, you need to make an
entry about installing a new object in the explanatory
note to the project and specify some of its
characteristics [4]. Now you want to bind the new
object to existing objects and design task. For this you
need to perform some calculations depending on the
complexity and purpose of the object, which change
the shape and properties of the object or the place of
its installation. The calculations are recorded in the
explanatory note. Next is the adaptation of the
modified object to the terms of the project.
Let’s say you want to change the object which is
in close relation with other objects. After changing
some characteristics of this object designer will need
to perform all the above operations for each object
associated with the changes to restore the logical
connectedness of object. If a project has a set of
interconnected objects, the designer practically has
to re-perform the design, taking into account all of
the binds.
Dynamic data integration of different aspects of
the performance is realized during the automated
design of control actions on the elements of the
environment-aided design [5]. Proposed in the thesis
method for dynamic data integration is a method of
modeling the interaction of components of the
environment of CAD, i. e. a method for dynamic
data integration is part of the information model of
the environment of CAD.
So it is necessary to create an information model
of computer-aided design environment.
III. INFORMATION MODEL STRUCTURE
OF COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN ENVIRONMENT
Information model of environment of computeraided design, consisting of a сontrol processor (CP),
thematic coprocessors and executing processors is
suggested (Fig. 1).
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The CP controls the behavior of all thematic
coprocessors that implement dynamic data
integration in the environment of computer-aided
design. The thematic coprocessors include: Graphics
coprocessor (GP), Table coprocessor (TbP), Text
coprocessor (TP) and a Math coprocessor (MP).
Thematic coprocessors receive and process
commands from the CP and transmit them to the
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executive processor. Executive processors are
software tools that implement the data of one aspect
of the presentation. For example, they are:
AutoCAD, SoIidWorks, dBase, Paradox, MS Word,
MathCAD, etc. This information model reproduces
real software interaction in a simulated environment
of CAD.

Fig. 1. The scheme of processors control in the information model
Each thematic coprocessor performs certain
actions:
– graphics coprocessor automates the procedures
of processing the information presented in the form
of images and supports appropriate data structures
for its storing;
– table coprocessor automates the processing
procedures of the information presented in tables
and supports the relevant data structures for its
storing;
– text coprocessor automates the processing
procedures of the information presented in the form
of textual descriptions and maintains appropriate
data structures for its storing;
– mathematical coprocessor automates the
procedure of calculation of the necessary parameters
and maintains appropriate data structures for its
storing;
– control processor automates the procedures for
managing the design process and coordinates the
interaction of all thematic coprocessor included in
the environment of CAD.
The design process is the execution of certain
actions on the data, demonstrating various aspects of
the performance. To achieve private design
decisions required to perform multiple actions (or

commands of CAD). Therefore, the set of
commands that are performed to obtain private
design solutions is a complex operation. In the
design process there are similar complex operations
that have the same set of commands and differ only
by used data.
Concepts
1. Project is a related description of the design
object represented as generic operations performed
in the sequence recommended by the design
scenario. The project also includes separate
commands of thematic coprocessors which are not
included in the set of generic operations. The project
is carried out manually by the designer using generic
operations from the operations library.
2. Generic operation is a set of commands for one
or more thematic coprocessors. Coprocessor
commands are the procedural component (T) of the
design data, connected with each other by K
operators. Generalized operation is intended to
perform a specific sequence of actions specified by
the designer. Generic operations can be connected
together using operators for performing connection
between different commands from different generic
operations.
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3. Design scenario is a set of interrelated generic
operations recommended for designer. The design
scenario specifies the execution sequence of generic
operations in the formation of the finished project.
4. The monitor is a tool of CP that monitors the
status of the project. The monitor reflects the state of
the project as a sequence of thematic processors
commands executed. The monitor displays the
executed commands and the connection between
them and allows editing executed generic operations
and overriding the connection between the
commands.
IV. DESIGN SCENARIO
This information model provides the ability to
create and develop a design scenario that includes
the generic operations that are performed in the
design process. The result of the generalized
operation is the implementation of specific design
stage. Generalized operation may consist of
commands both from one and from several
processors. For example, in the design process you
want to open the reference tables, where the data for
a specific object is obtained. In this generalized
operation the following steps are performed:
– the type of the object is determined;
– the name of the database file containing the
directory is determined;
– the parameters for data retrieval keyword is
determined;
– the search of the required entries in the
database for a specific object is performed.
Using the generalized operation greatly
simplifies this process, and now it is not necessary to
know for the designer where and how to store the
data. Thanks to the generalized operation of the
system knows itself all the necessary information of
a technical nature and gives results with only one
command of designer.
In design scenarios the sequence of actions
performed by the designer are reflected. The
presence of the script allows you to minimize
repetitive actions. For example, it is necessary to
place and describe a number of similar objects. To
do this, the designer once holds the entire sequence
of actions, using the entire arsenal of available
generic operations, and by identifying this part of the
script he may use it again, changing only the input
parameters.
The design scenario can have a tree structure
where branches are generic operations. At the points
of connection of the branches, the control is passed
to the designer. There are various options for
implementing a design scenario. One project
condition scenario can be continued by various

generic operations. Or in scenarios one and the same
action can be implemented in several generic
operations, for example, if there are several
calculation methods.
The formation of the project designer works with
the CP, which selects from a library of suitable
design scenario and launches it for execution. The
control processor performs the generic operations
scenario, shaping the project. The designer analyzes
the generated declarative Р data and conducts a
dialogue with the CP. In the simplest case, the new
project is complete. In general the results of the
analysis designer supplements the individual project
commands or generic operations, setting up the
scenario proposed for a specific project situation.
Control processor provides the designer the
opportunity to create their own generic operations,
create their own design scenarios or edit existing
ones. The formation of aggregated transactions is
made in the monitor, where from separately
manually performed commands generic operations
are gathered and the operators in between the K
commands, which is the procedural data T, are
defined. Thematic coprocessors implement straight
and reverse bindings to the Andes formed project
(individual or of the generic operations) with the
executing processors. Dynamic integration in this
information model environment of computer-aided
design is implemented in the general case by the
control actions of the designer in the process of
dialogue with the CP.
Control processor in the information model of the
environment of computer-aided design plays a major
role. It worked through the design scenario. Scriptbased control processor decides which commands
are given to subject coprocessors to perform
generalized operations available in design scenarios.
For the highest quality of failover design scenario
the control processor maintains logs of actions
performed, whereby the designer at any time has the
ability to go back and do all passed actions again.
The Protocol does not duplicate the design
scenario. The script provides the designer the ability
to perform generic operations in the sequence in
which actions will lead to the final result. But in
design scenario it is not known how much, for
example, were made the same generic operations for
such objects. This feature is only available in events
protocol.
Each of the thematic coprocessor processes the
data of the aspect representation for operations with
which it is intended. If he needs the data processed
by other thematic coprocessor, he will send an
informational message to the control processor.
That, in turn, interrupts the first coprocessor and
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gives the command to the appropriate coprocessor to
provide the necessary data in a single information
space. After receiving notification of readiness data
control processor sends the command to the first
coprocessor to continue working. Thematic
coprocessors can’t apply the same coprocessor
directly, for this purpose control processor is used.
Thematic coprocessors can submit only
information messages, and receive only commands.
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Control processor receives only messages and gives
commands only. Thematic coprocessors, referring to
the control processor, receive from him the
command to abort, and continue its work only after
receiving the appropriate command from control
processor [2]. The use of such model allows
controlling actions (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The scheme of interaction of thematic coprocessors and the CP

Each coprocessor at any point in time provides
the designer the possibility to adjust the
implementation of the actions of the design scenario.
Thematic coprocessors have a number of properties
and functions of a service nature. They manage the
process of issuing informational messages and
respond to commands from the control processor.
These functions are particularly important for
maintaining the dynamic integration of all processes
in the system.
One of the main features of thematic coprocessors
is the registration of all actions made by the designer.
This makes it possible to create your own generic
operations and create certain stages of the design
scenario generated by the designer’s discretion. To
support interaction of all processes occurring in the
environment of computer-aided design, theme
coprocessors use command processing and
parameters transformation. The parameters are
converted to an understandable form for every
thematic coprocessor included in the environment of
CAD, and transmitted in a single information space.
The inverse transform of data derived from a single
information space allows you to perform actions on
objects in accordance with data received from other
thematic coprocessors. To support interaction with
each other thematic coprocessors have commands
transmission of the processed data in a single
information space and extract data taken from other

coprocessors. Each thematic coprocessor is designed
only to perform their strictly defined actions.
Graphics coprocessor performs actions only on
graphics [4]. In the process of designing graphics
coprocessor occupies an important place, because
the drawings are an important part of any design
solution. Graphics processor allows you to perform
the drawings and to edit existing graphics.
Table coprocessor performs actions only on table
data. In the design process it is sometimes difficult
to do without table data because the table is a
convenient form of hosting large numbers of similar
data. Table coprocessor implements the table data by
creating and using a database. The designer is
constantly accesses the reference data of different
nature, which are often presented in table form. One
of the results of design are tables of calculated
parameters, equipment tables, specifications, etc.
In the process of the project documentation
developing text coprocessor is constantly used. It
performs actions only on text data. For full
performance of the designed object in the project
documentation explanatory note is required. To do
this, in the design process the designer must
constantly create new and amend existing texts.
Text coprocessor has some difference from other
thematic coprocessors. Data created in a word
processor is mainly descriptive and therefore its
impact on other coprocessors is minimal.
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In the process of creating the project the math
coprocessor can be used, as in project activities
mathematical calculations are often required. Mostly
the work of the working math coprocessor is
invisible. Mathematical formulas and expressions
bind numerical values of the commands parameters
of various thematic coprocessors. But in situations
requiring the choice of a particular method of
calculation, math coprocessor provides the designer
the ability to control mathematical calculations [2].
The information model allows combining the
control actions of the designer, which allows
dynamic integration of data in the generalized
operations, consisting of commands of various
thematic cooperating with one set of declarative
information. Such generic operations (created by the
designer or available in the library), you can
automate dynamic data integration. For the
formation of generic operations it is necessary to
identify common patterns of connections between
procedural data of different (or the same aspects of
the presentation.
V. REPRESENTATION AND INTERACTION
OF THE DATA IN THE INFORMATION MODEL
OF THE ENVIRONMENT CAD
Dynamic data integration of different aspects of
the performance is to ensure the flow of data of the
same type (integer, real, character, etc.,) between
programmatically representing data in different
formats. The essence of the method is to link the
data of the same type of different aspects of the
performance at the right moment of the design
process relevant to K operators.
Generic operations that implement dynamic
integration of declarative P data are possible only in
the presence of operators in between procedural data
T. K operators objectively exist in any real project
data. Procedural data G, which represent a command
of thematic processors,
have parameters,
representing the project data – declarative P data.
The dynamic connection between the thematic
commands coprocessors is implemented by К
connection operators with binding command
parameters [5]. Thus, having regard to procedural
data G, it becomes possible to obtain a dynamic
integration of declarative data P.
Relations similar to the implemented K operators
are used to be called relational. Accordingly, a
relational sense has command theme coprocessors,
which process procedural data T.
Relational method of dynamic integration is
proposed. It is concluded in the use of generic
operations, consisting of commands of various
thematic coprocessors and integrating data for both

one and different aspects of the performance, in the
design process [3].
There are general patterns of bindings between
procedural data of different or the same aspects of
the presentation. Procedural data T are command
thematic coprocessors, processing declarative data P
of the relevant aspects of the performance.
At the moment of dynamic data integration
declarative data R and procedural data T are bound
into a single description of the project with the help
of K binding operators, i.e., dynamic data integration
is the formation of a specific set of K when creating
a specific project.
The descriptions of the design object has a state,
in which the system can not be automatically solved
or has many solutions, which hinders the automation
of the design process. To resolve this issue, you may
want to impose some restrictions in the K set, which
represent the rules of the system formation.
A set of K operators defines the connection
between data of one aspect of presentation, or
between data of different aspects of the presentation.
Connections are divided into [3]:
– transitive – connections between the data
elements are true for both in direct and in reverse
sequence;
– non-transitive – connections between the data
elements are true in direct and false in the reverse
sequence;
– exclusive – connections between data elements
are true in direct and non-existent in the reverse
sequence.
Consider the possible connection between the
data of one aspect of the view [2].
A. The connection between the data of graphic
aspect presentation
Data of graphic aspect presentation is used to
display graphic information. This aspect of data
includes the following properties of a graphic object:
– name of command – declarative data,
determining data of a procedural nature;
– how to build – procedural data defining a
sequence of execution of the command, which defines
how to build the graphical object;
– binding techniques – procedural data,
determining how to bind a declarative data of
different graphical objects;
– settings – all available declarative data of an
object whose value can be changed after construction
of the object.
The ways to build graphical objects are different.
There are objects with:
– exceptional ways to design when there is only
one way of building regardless of the number of
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parameters of the object (for example, threedimensional shapes in AutoCAD);
– transitive ways to design that allows you to
freely change the sequence of the declarative
definition of the object data without changing the
object's location (for example, a simple AutoCAD
objects: line, point, ray, structural line);
– non-transitive ways to design, when the use of
different construction methods without changing
declarative data to one object changes its location
(for example, complex objects AutoCAD: arc, circle,
ellipse).
Methods of objects connection also have certain
conditions. For different graphical objects certain
ways of binding are applicable:
– exceptional way of binding – building of
dependency of one object from another only in a
certain binding way (for example, a method of binding
the quadrant applies only to an arc, circle, ellipse);
– transitive way of binding – building a
dependency of one object from another in the way in
which it is possible to change an object dependency
to the opposite, applying exactly the same binding
way (for example, a binding method for endpoints);
– non-transitive way of binding – building a
dependency of one object from another with the
method of determining the dependence of the object
in only one direction of object hierarchy (for
example, the binding of one line to the center of
another).
There are situations in which the method of
binding directly depends on the construction
method. In a certain way of object designing
additional data, which after construction are not a
part of the object options, can be used. For example,
the main parameters of the circle are the center
coordinate and radius [3]. A circle can be built by
three points that are not represented in the
parameters. In such cases it is necessary to use
additional data to which object designing is bound.
B. The connection between the data of table
aspect presentation
Data of table aspect presentation are used to
display information in a table form. Table aspect is
represented in the form of a table object with the
following properties:
– table name – declarative data which define the
path to the contents of a table;
– table row – declarative and procedural data
which define the access path to the data contained in
the table and the way they are processed;
– table cells – declarative and procedural data
which define the access path to the data contained in
the table and the way they are processed;
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– operations on the data – procedural data
defining procedures and commands of table
processing.
Operations on the table data are a set of
commands database management system performing
certain actions when processing tables. Each
command, which is part of the operation, performs
certain actions on the contents of the table. The
command consisting of operations have the ability to
bind with other commands, from both its own
operations and from the other. There are several
ways of binding:
– exceptional way of binding – a command
associated with a particular property of the table (for
example, used to specify a particular row and table
cell);
– transitive way of binding – the property of a
single table associated with the property of another,
where it is possible to change the dependence of the
properties to the opposite by applying exactly the
same way of binding (for example, a group of cells
in a table associated with the group of cells in
another table);
– non-transitive way of binding – building the
dependence of one table's properties on another by
the method of determining the dependence of the
properties in only one direction in the hierarchy of
properties (for example, one command from the grid
operation is associated with a different operation, for
procedural data; and a “one-to-many” connection in
a declarative representation of the data).
There are two basic modes of operation with
tables: the mode of table modification and the table
data reading. In the table editing mode certain data
in the cells is recorded, respectively, commands
modifying table entries are carried out. In the table
read mode only the movement of the pointer across
the cells and data reading from the specified cells are
carried out [2].
Various modification procedures and reading
procedures complicate the work with tables. It is
advisable to use different methods for reading and
modification in one procedure, by analogy with the
properties of objects. The same table procedure has a
double effect. In read mode, commands that change
the contents of the table are ignored, and a write
command is replaced by data reading commands. In
read mode and commands modification mode the
pointer positioning works the same way.
Application of reading method and modification
method impose a condition restricting the freedom
of forming table procedures, which is expressed in
the transitive reduction and exceptional ways of
binding commands within one procedure.
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C. The connection between the data of text
aspect presentation
The data of text aspect presentation is used to
display information in text form. Text aspect is
represented in the form of a text object with the
following properties:
– file name – a declarative data which defines the
path of access to the contents of the text file;
– the contents of a text file (text) – declarative
data, which contains data necessary to describe the
design process and the designed object;
– included fields and links – declarative and
procedural data defining the binding of text file
declarative data with other software data.
– command – procedural data which defines the
procedures and word processors commands for
creating and formatting the text.
Included fields and links required for binding the
declarative data of a text aspect presentation with
declarative data as both text and other aspects of the
performance. Each included field or link to an object
changes the meaning of the text. Using fields and
links the connection between declarative data from
various software processing data relevant to aspects
of representations is implemented. There are several
ways of binding:
– exceptional way of binding – in the text link to
some object is inserted whose data is used in the text
and the content change of a text file has no effect on
the contents of the binding object (for example,
insert picture, formulas or labels);
– transitive way of binding – link binding with
external object, and modification of data is possible
both in the text and embedded object (for example,
connection by inserting object);
– non-transitive way of binding – binding of text
information with this or any other text file
parameters when the associated text is completely
dependent on the inserted parameter (for example,
inserting the value of the current date, time, settings,
document, etc).
Commands of word processor are designed to
perform operations on the document, the text,
included fields and links, and for communicating of
word processor with other software as well. The
command processor can be combined into sets to
perform certain operations, for brevity let’s call the
sets of commands – operations. In some situations,
you can run the commands separately [2].
The binding of commands of word processor can
be performed between operations, between the
individual commands that are not included in the
transaction and between the individual commands
and operations. You can use the connection between

the commands included in the transactions with
certain commands, operations or commands
included in the other operations.
The connection between the operations is
performed in the following ways:
– exceptional way of binding – the operation is
associated with another specific operation, and these
operations are fully dependent on each other (for
example, the operation of opening the document
macros associated solely with the operation of
opening a text document);
– transitive way of binding – the connection
between operations when the first of the related
operations affect the second, and vice versa
execution of the second affects the first (for
example, output the same text data in different
details of the document or in different formats);
– non-transitive way of binding – building
according to one operation from another, a way of
determining the dependence of the operations in
only one direction in the hierarchy (for example, the
operation of filling of the cells embedded in the text
of the table depends on the data receive operation).
The connection between the individual
commands that are not included in the operation is
performed in the following ways [4]:
– exceptional way of binding – the command
binds with the other specific command, these
commands can only communicate among themselves
and not with any other (for example, copy the text in
the area of data exchange and command inserts data);
– transitive way of binding – the connection
between the commands, when related commands can
be executed in any order, affecting the associated
command (for example, the formatting interconnected
commands on the model, can be performed in any
sequence, formatting paragraphs by one);
– non-transitive way of binding – building the
dependence of one command from the other one by
determining the dependence of the commands in
only one direction of the hierarchy.
The connection between the individual commands
that are not included in the operations and integer
operations are performed in the following ways:
– exceptional way of binding – a command
associated with a transaction, and the connection can
be performed only between them and not with any
other commands or operations (e.g., the search
operation is used to open the document macros can
only be associated with the command opening the
document);
– transitive way of binding – the bond between a
command and the operation when the related
commands and operations can be performed in any
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order, affecting each other (for example, the
commands formatting paragraphs for example);
– non-transitive way of biding – building the
dependence of operation from the command by the
method of determining the dependence of the
operations from command in only one direction of
the hierarchy.
Commands included in the operation have the
ability to communicate both with separate commands
and with integer operations. When binding commands
included in operations the same methods of
connection, as for individual commands are applied.
Because these commands already have bonds with
commands of the same operation, methods of binding
these commands will have some restrictions.
Command included in the operation, may contact
subordinating bond only if there are available from
binding of command parameters. Subordinating
connection can only be carried out by exceptional or
non-transitive means of connection. When performed
the operation, which has in its composition the
associated command will be executed only after the
full execution of other related operations. If the
command, included in the operation, associates with
the command, which is part of another operation with
a cyclic repetition of commands, the operation,
including the associated command will be executed as
many times as other related operation.
D. The connection between the data of
mathematical aspect of representation
The data of mathematical aspect of representation
is used to display mathematical information. Using
mathematical expressions and formulas, the required
in the design process values calculations are carried
out. This aspect of view includes the following
objects of the mathematical properties of the
processor [3]:
– input parameters – declarative and procedural
data representing the argument of the function or
formula;
– output values – declarative and procedural data
which is the result of a function or formula.
The work of mathematical calculations is a
substitution for required values as arguments of
mathematical function, and the results of calculations.
For various kinds of calculations a formula and or a
set of interrelated expressions can be used. The
binding of expressions is performed by using
declarative components of arguments and output
values. Each parameter of a mathematical expression
is written in a certain character set, which is used as
argument or output values depending on the purpose
of the formula.
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Ways of mathematical expressions binding have
some feature that distinguishes them from the
previous methods of binding data from different
aspects of the performance. Output values can be
used only for lookup as arguments of mathematical
expressions. In this situation there is no transitive
way of binding, as the first function can not be
influence by the calculations produced by the second
function. Thus, there are two methods of
mathematical objects binding:
– exceptional way of binding – the mathematical
expression for its output value is associated with an
argument of other mathematical expressions and
character expression that specifies the output value
of the mathematical expression is used nowhere (for
example, the use of intermediate functions for a
series of calculations);
– non-transitive way of binding – the argument is
one of the mathematical expressions associated with
the output of another, and the argument can use the
output value of only one mathematical expression,
and one output value can be related to the arguments
of several mathematical expressions.
E. The connection between different data
aspects of the presentation
The relation between these different aspects of
the presentation is determined by a set of K
connection operators. The types of data relation of
various aspects of the performance between them are
expressed in the form of binding of procedural
components of the data. Due to the difference of
data binding methods from different aspects of the
performance for each pair of aspects personal
operators from the set K are applied [2].
For data of the graphical aspect presentation it is
possible to establish a subordinate relation to other
aspects of data representation. In connection with
table data, there are three ways of binding:
– transitive way of binding – binding one
parameter of the graphics commands directly from
the command select columns or table rows from the
table operation;
– non-transitive way of binding – binding
graphic option commands with selecting values
commands from a table;
– exceptional way of binding – binding
commands GPU-valued entire operation, allowing to
execute the graphics command only after performing
table operations.
When binding graphics commands with a
mathematical processor there are only two possible
ways of data binding:
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– non-transitive way of binding – binding one
parameter of the graphic command with sets of
commands and matrix math package processing;
– exceptional way of binding – binding one
parameter of the graphic command with a specific
output value of the mathematical expression.
For binding graphics commands with the word
command processor three methods of binding is
provided:
– transitive way of binding – graphical command
associated with the operation or word processor
command and the binding method is the possibility
of mutual influence of connected command
parameters with each other;
– non-transitive way of binding – graphical
command associated with the operation or word
processor command and the performance of the
graphics commands is only possible after the
execution of the operations or word command
processor;
– exceptional way of binding – the graphics
command is associated only with a particular
transaction or word command processor and the
execution of related commands and operations can
be in any order [4].
For data of the table aspect presentation it is
possible to establish a subordinate relation to other
aspects of data presentation. When binding with the
graphics data three way binding are used:
– transitive way of binding – binding commands
select columns or table rows from the table
transactions directly with one parameter of the
graphics command;
– non-transitive way of binding – binding
commands insert values into a table with the graphic
option commands;
– exceptional way of binding – binding operations
of table processor which allow to perform table only
operation after you run graphics operations.
For binding mathematical data only two ways of
binding are used:
– non-transitive way of binding — binding
commands or insert values into a table with the
command processing matrices or sets of
mathematical package;
– exceptional way of binding – binding
commands or insert values into a table with a
specific initial value of the mathematical expression.
For binding text data, there are three means of
connection:
– transitive way of binding – table command or
operation associated with the operation or word
command processor and in this connection method

mutual influence of associated command parameters
at each other is possible;
– non-transitive way of binding – table command
or operation associated with the operation or
command word processor, and the performance of
the graphics commands is only possible after the
execution of the operations or command word
processor;
– exceptional way of binding – table command
or operation is associated only with a particular
transaction or word command processor and the
execution of related commands and operations can
be in any order.
For mathematical aspects of data presentation
downstream bindings with other aspects of the data
can be installed [2]. Due to the nature of the
mathematical aspects of data presentation for
binding with other aspects, you cannot use a
transitive way of binding. When communicating
with the graphics data, there are two ways of
binding:
– non-transitive way of binding – binding process
of commands sets with a single parameter of the
graphics command;
– exceptional way of binding – binding argument
of a mathematical expression with a specific
parameter of the graphics command.
For connection with table data are used in two
ways:
– non-transitive way of binding – binding process
of command matrices or sets of commands with
command of rows and table cells selecting;
– exceptional way of binding – binding argument
of a mathematical expression with the command of
values from a table selecting.
The feature of the word processor as a display
tool of project data imposes on the binding operator
К between data of mathematical and text aspects the
restriction on the use of different methods of
connection [3]. For the data connection of
mathematical aspect presentation to the text aspect of
subordinating connection it is not possible to use a
transitive way of binding. Non-transitive way of
binding acquires properties of exceptional way of
binding. Therefore, for binding with the data of text
aspect presentation exceptional way binding is used
– binding of argument of a mathematical expression
with a particular command or operation of the word
processor.
For the text aspect of the present data it is possible
to establish a subordinate relation to other aspects of
data representation. For binding commands and
operations of word processor with graphics
commands three means of binding are represented:
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– transitive way of binding – operation or word
command processor binds with the graphics
command, and in this way of binding the possibility
of mutual influence of associated command
parameters at each other is performed;
– non-transitive way of binding — operation or
word command processor only binds with the
graphics command, and execution of related
operation or word command processor is only
possible after the execution of the graphics
commands;
– exceptional way of binding – text operation or
command connected only with the particular
graphics command, and the execution of related
commands and operations can be done in any order.
In connection with table data, there are three
ways of binding:
– transitive way of binding – the connection of
one operation parameter or a command of word
processor directly with commands selecting columns
or table rows from table operations;
– non-transitive way of binding – the binding of
operation parameter or a command of word
processor with commands of selection from a table;
– exceptional way of binding – the binding of
action, or a command of word processor with an
operation table in whole, allowing to perform an
operation or word command processor only after
performing table operations.
When connecting operations or word command
processor with mathematical processor only two
ways of data binding are possible:
– non-transitive way of binding – binding of one
operation parameter or word command processor with
processing commands sets and matrix math package;
– exceptional way of binding – binding one
operation parameter or word command processor with
a specific output value of the mathematical expression.
Many operators R consist of the subsets relevant
to a particular aspect of the data representation.
Thus, each subset of relations of a particular
aspect of the presentation data is divided into groups
of relations “inside” and “all other”.
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On the types of connections thematic subsets of
the operators are grouped as follows:
– transitive;
– non-transitive;
– exceptional.
Sets contain different stack of subsets, which is due
to a fundamental lack of certain kinds of connections
between these different aspects of the performance [5].
The above formal restrictions allow to automate
the process control generated by the designer of the
relations between the data. This will reduce the cost
of dynamic data integration, eliminating formal
design errors.
In the real set R there are semantic restrictions on
the dynamic integration of data, which identifies the
designer. For example, restrictions of this type:
“formally, nothing prevents to portray the motor in a
particular place in the framework of the powersupply system, but that this scheme is not necessary
for it to work”. In a sense, the work of the designer
is to select the desired option.
CONCLUSIONS
It is proved the necessity of integrated computeraided design systems. The information model of
computer-aided design environment is considered. It
is researched the different aspects of this problem.
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